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npl.co.uk/apprenticeships
You are our future

At NPL, we recognise that our success comes from attracting energetic and imaginative people, a reflection of our own values.

Do you want to work alongside world-leading experts in an organisation that helps to save lives, protect the environment and enhance the quality of life in the UK?

You can make a difference in helping to deliver ground-breaking science, technology and engineering that impacts on every aspect of our daily lives.

No two days are the same

No two days at NPL are ever the same and every day we are working towards making new discoveries that will have an impact on the world.

Below are just a couple of amazing things we have done:

• **The atomic clock** – NPL built the world’s first caesium atomic clock transforming the way we measure and use time. Today it is the basis of UK time and contributes to the international time scale, Coordinated Universal Time (UTC)
• **Packet-switching** – pivotal in the advancement of the internet
• **Automatic Computer Engine (ACE)** – instrumental in the development of modern computing
• **Radar** – crucial in the modern world, few technologies are as widely used!

Educating and inspiring

Be part of a close-knit team working alongside world-leading professionals whether it be in a laboratory, workshop or office environment.

• Earn as you learn from professionals across all areas of business and develop your skills with a Level 3 Advanced Apprenticeship.
• Gain important workplace skills that will help you develop and become an integral and valued member of the team.
• Advice, guidance and support will be on hand to help you achieve your qualification and maximise your career potential.
• Valuable working experience which will increase your professional networks and expand your future opportunities to give you that much needed head start.

Portfolio of offerings

NPL’s long established Apprenticeship Scheme has a portfolio of offerings across all aspects of the business to suit everyone. So if you are a school leaver and have just completed either your GCSEs or A-Levels, really want to make a difference and have a passion for business, engineering, IT or science then NPL is the place for you.

We also offer support for your development into Professional Institute Memberships.
Challenge Convention

NPL recognises it is not just the professional qualification that is important in doing an apprenticeship.

Our aim is to provide you with support as a team member. Through additional training you will manage your time, communicate effectively and grow in confidence in the workplace.

We want you to develop your true potential, recognise your skill sets and gain the credit for investing in your own future.

You will have access to a variety of additional activities designed to develop your self-awareness from team building and networking skills to mindfulness, yoga sessions, social evenings and team sports events at the NPL pavilion.

At NPL we nurture our apprentices to deliver an exciting, stimulating, educational and inclusive experience.

Choosing an apprenticeship at NPL has been the best thing I have ever done”

Becky King
NPL apprentice

NPL Apprenticeships

- Junior Scientist
- Junior Measurement Scientist
- Engineering
- Business Administration
- Digital Marketing
- Finance
- IT
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Engineering
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Finance
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Being an apprentice at NPL gives you the opportunities that other young people can only hope for once they’ve finished a degree.”

Kate Baxter
NPL apprentice

We are a proud member of the 5% Club. Part of the industry-led campaign focussed on creating momentum behind the recruitment of apprentices and graduates into the UK workforce.

For further information and to register your interest, visit:
npl.co.uk/apprenticeships

Follow us on social media

@npldigital @npl npldigital

Disclaimer Although every effort is made to ensure that the information contained in this brochure is accurate and up to date, NPL does not make any representations or warranties, whether express, implied by law or by statute, as to its accuracy, completeness or reliability. NPL excludes all liabilities arising from the use of this brochure to the fullest extent permissible by law. NPL reserves the right at any time to make changes to the material, or discontinue the brochure, without notice. The NPL name and logo are owned by NPL Management Limited. Any use of any logos must be authorised in writing.